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“Not a Boy” 

Based on the story, readers know that Yesterday 
	is quiet
	Is pretty 
	wears glasses
	all of the above

	Cecil convinced Yesterday to go on a date with him by 
	calling her house everyday until she said yes
	by being honest and telling her how much he likes her
	asking out other girls first to make her jealous

    	I would most likely say yes to someone asking me on a date if that person: 

	Richard says to Cecil, “You pathetic man.  Never been on a date.  Got your dad driving you to some girl’s house” (198).  What does pathetic mean? 
	ridiculous
	funny
	strange
	shy

 	Do you agree with Richard and think that Cecil is being pathetic?  Why or why not? 


	When Cecil thinks, “My throat hurts like fingernails been scratching inside of it”, this sentence is an example of what?
	metaphor
	simile
	rhyme 
	alliteration 


	Where did Yesterday get her name?




Do you know what your name means or how your parents picked it?  Explain.


	What is some advice that Cecil’s parents give him about good behavior on the date?  List 5 things. 

	
	



	

              * Put a star next to any advice that someone has given you. 


	The last sentence of the story says, “’I’m Cecil Carson the Second, and I’m here for your daughter,” I say, looking him right in the eyes.’  Why is the word right italicized?






	The theme of a story is the message or lesson we learn from reading it.  What do you think a theme of this story is?  To get you started, think about what this entire story is about. 






	Cecil probably really likes Yesterday because he 
	overcame his fears and eventually met her parents 
	yelled at Richard when he was teasing him. 
	threw out his flowers


	Does Richard seem like a good friend to Cecil?  Why or why not? Explain. 



	Cecil says that his friends are “teasing” him at school. Why are they teasing him? Do your friends ever give you a hard time about dating? How do you respond? Or maybe you give one of your friends a hard time about who they are dating?  Explain. 


	What kind of relationship does Cecil seem to have with his parents?  Explain and use textual details. 




	If your parents were giving you advice about dating, how would it be different from the advice that Cecil’s parents give him?  What would your parents say? 




	Cecil receives some very important advice from his parents about dating.  Was there ever a time that someone taught you something really important about life?  What advice did they give you?  Share it and explain why you think it is important. 






Short answer writing options: Choose ONE. 

	Write the next chapter of this short story.  What happens on Cecil and Yesterday’s date?  Are they officially a couple now? How do their friends act when they get back to school?


	Write a journal entry from either the point of view of Cecil or Yesterday.  It can be before their date. What is your character thinking about as the date approaches? Or, your journal entry could be after the date or the next week in school--you decide. 


* Pay attention to CPUG details: capitalization, punctuation, usage, grammar, etc. *


